
GIN MENU

Fever Tree Tonic
A very soft flavour. The subtle and supportive citrus
and fruit notes are perfectly balanced by the bitterness 
of naturally sourced quinine.

Fever Tree Aromatic Tonic
An aromatic blend of quinine and angostura bark, 
gentle spices and fresh citrus. A uniquely refreshing  
tonic with none of the cloying aftertastes you get
from artificial sweeteners.

Fever Tree Lemon Tonic
The soft, subtle and supportive lemon notes are  
balanced by the bitterness of naturally sourced
quinine to give a refreshingly crisp flavour.

Fever Tree Ginger Ale
A distinctive ginger flavour created from a blend of the 
world’s finest gingers. Added complexity comes from 
supportive citrus notes. An overwhelmingly clean finish.

Fever Tree Naturally Light
Very soft, subtle citrus and fruit notes balanced by 
the bitterness of naturally sourced quinine. 

Fever Tree Elderflower tonic
A pale, verdant liquid. Sweet on the nose, with a  light 
aroma and delicate floral flavours, delivering  a clean, 
full-bodied taste.

Fever Tree Mediterranean tonic
By blending the essential oils from the flowers, fruits 
and herbs from around the Mediterranean with 
highest-quality quinine from the 'fever trees', we have 
created a delicate, floral tonic water.

Fentimans Pink Grapefruit tonic
Our Pink Grapefruit Tonic has been expertly blended 
by mixologists to create a delicious and refreshing tonic 
with the perfect balance of bubbles, flavours and 
aromas. Making every serve the perfect serve.

Lamb & Watt Cucumber tonic
Our Cucumber Tonic has been expertly blended by 
mixologists to create a delicious and refreshing tonic 
with the perfect balance of bubbles, flavours and 
aromas. Making every serve the perfect serve.

Food Allergies and Intolerances - Should you have 
concerns about a food allergy or intolerance please 

speak to our staff before you order your food or drink.



Gordon's Pink 3.75 5.75
Perfectly crafted to balance the refreshing taste of 

Gordon's with the natural sweetness of raspberries & 

strawberries, with the tang of redcurrant .

Suggested Serve - Strawberries & Fevertree Tonic.

Chase Seville Marmalade 4.25 6.20
Carefully crafted by copper pot distilling GB Gin with an 

abundance of Seville orange peels. Zingy and crisp. 

Suggested Serve - Fresh Orange &  Fevertree Tonic

Agnes Arber 4.25 £6.25
Agnes Arber was famed for her work on botany & 

philosophy, Arber published a extensive librabry of 

books on botany. This is quite a stunning gin dedicated 

in her honour & fittingly features a garden of brilliant 

botanicals , 9 in total, including angelica, cassia 

coriander, grapefruit, iris, juniper, lemon liquorice & 

orange which are distilled together to create this 

marvellous concoction. Suggested Serve - Fresh Grape-

fruit, Orange, cinnamon stick &   

Fevertree Mediterranean Tonic

Empress 1908 4.25 £6.25
All Natural Colour Changing Gin (Gluten Free)

Empress 1908 original Indigo Gin is 100% authentic & 

all natural. It's infused with the vibrantly tinted butterfly 

pea blossom, adding a singularly distinct expression - an 

impossibly lush & vivid indigo blue, with a stunning 

secret to reveal; with the addition of citrus or tonic, 

Empress 1908 is transformed from its breathtaking 

indigo to a soft pink. Suggested serve - Fresh 

Raspberries & Fevertree Tonic.

Malfy Pink Grapefruit 4.25 £6.25
This delicious Italian gin is like no other. Sun ripened 

Sicilian Pink Grapefruits grown on the Mediterranean 

coast. The taste is Juicy fresh grapefruit, with a rich long 

juniper finish. 

Suggested Serve - Pink Grapefruit & Fevertree Tonic.

 

Malfy Sicilian Blood Orange 4.25 6.25
Juniper, Sicilian Blood Ornage and 6 Botanicals. The 

Blood Orange Peels are steeped in alcohol and pressed 

in a basket press. The infusion is then blended with 

juniper and other botanicals befure being distilled in a 

stainless stell vacum still. Suggested Serve - Fresh 

Orange Peel & Fevertree Tonic.

Malfy Limon 4.25 £6.25
Juniper, Alamlfi coast Lemons & 5 Botanicals. Distilled 

with the classic Italian Juniper  and Sfusato lemon peels 

from the AMALFI Coast - it has a delightful citrus and 

juniper on the   nose with a complex flavour of anise, 

citrus & corriander. Suggested Serve - Fresh Lemon & 

Fevertree Lemon Tonic.

Warner Edwards Honeybee 4.25 £6.25
With 28 natural botanicals, this Honeybee Gin is 

infused with luscious local honey and a dollop of golden 

nectar from the hives on Falls Farm.  

Suggested Serve - Fresh Raspberries & Fevertree Tonic.

Warner Edwards Rhubarb 4.25 £6.25
Made using a crop of rhubarb originally grown in the 

kitchen of Buckingham Palace during the reign of Queen 

Victoria. A sweet & tangy royal rhubarb explosion. 

Suggested Serve - Fresh Raspberries 

& Fevertree Ginger Ale.

Warner Edwards 4.25 £6.25
This is a very special gin which only uses fresh, 

handpicked elderflower from the manufacturers farm, 

harvested just once a year, the essence of a British 

Summer's Day, from field to bottle in just a few short 

hours. A beautifully balanced  gin that is smooth, 

sweet and delicately fragrant with summer elderflower. 

Suggested Serve - Fevertree Elderflower or Indian Tonic.

Masons Yorkshire  4.25 £6.25
Tea Edition

Dry notes of Yorkshire tea are present on the nose, with 

fresh, light hits. Delicate & fresh upon the palate, with a 

slight citrus sharpness hitting the senses. Pleny of dry 

Yorkshire tea notes blast through, with fresh aniseed, 

cardomon and pepper making an appearance upon the 

long finish before the tea returns.  

Suggested Serve - Fresh Lemon & Fevertree Tonic.

Masons Yorkshire   4.25 £6.25
Dry Edition

Masons use Harrogate Spring Water along with Juniper, 

a proportion of which is from their own bushes & a 

combination of secret botnaicals, including citrus.   

Suggested Serve - Fresh Lemon & Fevertree Tonic.

Masons Yorkshire   4.25 £6.25
Lavender Edition

Dry Lavender notes upon the nose, creating a rather 

soft & subtle experience, followed by a slight fennel 

aroma, Soft texture once upon the palate with a fresh 

candied lavender sweet flavour dominating. Rather 

subtle accross the senses, with anise creeping in on the 

dry finish. Suggested Serve - Fresh Raspberries & 

Fevertree Mediterranean Tonic.

Masons Yorkshire   4.25 £6.25
Peppered Pear Edition

A perfect balance of pear & pepper. On the first taste 

you get the sublte sweetness of pear followed by the 

gentle heat of pepper. Suggested Serve - Fresh slice of 

Apple & Fevertree Tonic.

 

Whitley Neill Parma Violet 4.25 £6.25
A luxurious handcrafted gin of exceptional quality with 

bright vibrant flavours of juniper followed by a 

herbacceous floral note from the Violet. 

Suggested Serve - Fresh Raspberries & Fevertree Tonic. 

Whitley Neill Raspberry 4.25 £6.25
An initial and distinct juniper, coriander and liquorice 

flavour that gives way to a bright, fresh taste of Scottish 

raspberries. A perfectly balanced Gin with a delicate, 

fruity  taste & a lasting citrus , raspberry flavour. 

Suggested Serve - Fresh Raspberries & Lemon & 

Fevertree Tonic.

Nelson's Rhubarb & Custard 4.25 6.25
Infusing fine and pleasing original botanicals from across 

the globe such as lemongrass & kaffir lime leaves from 

Thailand, vanilla from Madagascar, cinnamon from Sri 

Lanka. Beautifully infused Nelsons original gin with 

wonderfully sweet natural rhubarb essence, the 

Madagascan vanilla really brings out the custard 

flavour. Suggested Serve - Fresh Strawberries & 

Fevertree Ginger Ale or Indian Tonic.

Lor

Tarquin's Blackberry 4.25 £6.25
Initial hit of bright Summer pudding and frangipani on 

the palatewith a zesty, sherbety mouth feel and a 

fragrant sweetness from the wildflower honey.  

Suggested Serve - Fresh Blackberries 

& Fevertree Ginger Ale.

 

 

Tarquin's Strawberry & Lime 4.25 £6.25
The Tarquin's classic handcrafted Cornish  gin is used as 

a base alongside the addition of  

juicy strawberry and zesty lime notes, making for a 

tip-top tipple. Suggested serve - Fresh Strawberries & 

Fevertree Tonic

.  

Peaky Blinder Spiced  4.25 £6.25
A full-bodied gin named after the Peaky Blinders, a 

street gang from the late 19th/early 20th Century. Not 

for the faint - hearted, the peppery notes of the ginger 

and the grains of paradise, make this a bold spicy gin 

choice. Suggested serve - Fevertree Ginger Ale.

Monkey 47 Dry  5.85 7.85
An unusual gin from the Black Forest in Germany, this 

gin contains an unusual ingredient of Cranberries. The 

47 comes from the number of botanicals that go into 

this unique gin and a fact that its bottled to a healthy 

47%!! Suggested serve - Cranberries & Fevertree 

Mediterranean tonic.

  

Hendricks  4.25 £6.25
Devinely smooth with character and a balance of subtle 

flavours, whose infusions of  cucumber & rose petals 

create a wonderfully refreshing gin with a delightfully 

floral aroma. Suggested serve - Fresh Cucumber & 

Lamb & Watt Cucumber tonic.

  

Gordon's  3.60 £5.60
An absolute classic dry gin, Gordon's is on of the best 

sellingspirits in the world and was first created in 1769, 

the recipe hasn't changed since!! Suggested serve - 

Fresh Lemon & Fevertree Tonic. 

 

Bombay Saphire  3.70 £5.70
One of the best known & most delicately perfumed gins 

in the world, Bombay Saphire makes an excellant 

Martini Suggested serve Fevertree Mediterranean tonic.

 

Bakewell Gin 4.25 £6.25
This is an aromatic craft gin, distilled in a small copper 

pot still at a humble family run distillery in the peak 

district, just Six botanicals are infused in this gin with the 

inevitable cherry & almond and classic notes of juniper 

supplemented by the additions of cardamom, cubeb 

pepper & hibiscus flowers.  

Suggested serve - Lamb & Watt Hibiscus tonic.



Gordon's Pink 3.75 5.75
Perfectly crafted to balance the refreshing taste of 

Gordon's with the natural sweetness of raspberries & 

strawberries, with the tang of redcurrant .

Suggested Serve - Strawberries & Fevertree Tonic.

Chase Seville Marmalade 4.25 6.20
Carefully crafted by copper pot distilling GB Gin with an 

abundance of Seville orange peels. Zingy and crisp. 

Suggested Serve - Fresh Orange &  Fevertree Tonic

Agnes Arber 4.25 £6.25
Agnes Arber was famed for her work on botany & 

philosophy, Arber published a extensive librabry of 

books on botany. This is quite a stunning gin dedicated 

in her honour & fittingly features a garden of brilliant 

botanicals , 9 in total, including angelica, cassia 

coriander, grapefruit, iris, juniper, lemon liquorice & 

orange which are distilled together to create this 

marvellous concoction. Suggested Serve - Fresh Grape-

fruit, Orange, cinnamon stick &   

Fevertree Mediterranean Tonic

Empress 1908 4.25 £6.25
All Natural Colour Changing Gin (Gluten Free)

Empress 1908 original Indigo Gin is 100% authentic & 

all natural. It's infused with the vibrantly tinted butterfly 

pea blossom, adding a singularly distinct expression - an 

impossibly lush & vivid indigo blue, with a stunning 

secret to reveal; with the addition of citrus or tonic, 

Empress 1908 is transformed from its breathtaking 

indigo to a soft pink. Suggested serve - Fresh 

Raspberries & Fevertree Tonic.

Malfy Pink Grapefruit 4.25 £6.25
This delicious Italian gin is like no other. Sun ripened 

Sicilian Pink Grapefruits grown on the Mediterranean 

coast. The taste is Juicy fresh grapefruit, with a rich long 

juniper finish. 

Suggested Serve - Pink Grapefruit & Fevertree Tonic.

 

Malfy Sicilian Blood Orange 4.25 6.25
Juniper, Sicilian Blood Ornage and 6 Botanicals. The 

Blood Orange Peels are steeped in alcohol and pressed 

in a basket press. The infusion is then blended with 

juniper and other botanicals befure being distilled in a 

stainless stell vacum still. Suggested Serve - Fresh 

Orange Peel & Fevertree Tonic.

Malfy Limon 4.25 £6.25
Juniper, Alamlfi coast Lemons & 5 Botanicals. Distilled 

with the classic Italian Juniper  and Sfusato lemon peels 

from the AMALFI Coast - it has a delightful citrus and 

juniper on the   nose with a complex flavour of anise, 

citrus & corriander. Suggested Serve - Fresh Lemon & 

Fevertree Lemon Tonic.

Warner Edwards Honeybee 4.25 £6.25
With 28 natural botanicals, this Honeybee Gin is 

infused with luscious local honey and a dollop of golden 

nectar from the hives on Falls Farm.  

Suggested Serve - Fresh Raspberries & Fevertree Tonic.

Warner Edwards Rhubarb 4.25 £6.25
Made using a crop of rhubarb originally grown in the 

kitchen of Buckingham Palace during the reign of Queen 

Victoria. A sweet & tangy royal rhubarb explosion. 

Suggested Serve - Fresh Raspberries 

& Fevertree Ginger Ale.

Warner Edwards 4.25 £6.25
This is a very special gin which only uses fresh, 

handpicked elderflower from the manufacturers farm, 

harvested just once a year, the essence of a British 

Summer's Day, from field to bottle in just a few short 

hours. A beautifully balanced  gin that is smooth, 

sweet and delicately fragrant with summer elderflower. 

Suggested Serve - Fevertree Elderflower or Indian Tonic.

Masons Yorkshire  4.25 £6.25
Tea Edition

Dry notes of Yorkshire tea are present on the nose, with 

fresh, light hits. Delicate & fresh upon the palate, with a 

slight citrus sharpness hitting the senses. Pleny of dry 

Yorkshire tea notes blast through, with fresh aniseed, 

cardomon and pepper making an appearance upon the 

long finish before the tea returns.  

Suggested Serve - Fresh Lemon & Fevertree Tonic.

Masons Yorkshire   4.25 £6.25
Dry Edition

Masons use Harrogate Spring Water along with Juniper, 

a proportion of which is from their own bushes & a 

combination of secret botnaicals, including citrus.   

Suggested Serve - Fresh Lemon & Fevertree Tonic.

Masons Yorkshire   4.25 £6.25
Lavender Edition

Dry Lavender notes upon the nose, creating a rather 

soft & subtle experience, followed by a slight fennel 

aroma, Soft texture once upon the palate with a fresh 

candied lavender sweet flavour dominating. Rather 

subtle accross the senses, with anise creeping in on the 

dry finish. Suggested Serve - Fresh Raspberries & 

Fevertree Mediterranean Tonic.

Masons Yorkshire   4.25 £6.25
Peppered Pear Edition

A perfect balance of pear & pepper. On the first taste 

you get the sublte sweetness of pear followed by the 

gentle heat of pepper. Suggested Serve - Fresh slice of 

Apple & Fevertree Tonic.

 

Whitley Neill Parma Violet 4.25 £6.25
A luxurious handcrafted gin of exceptional quality with 

bright vibrant flavours of juniper followed by a 

herbacceous floral note from the Violet. 

Suggested Serve - Fresh Raspberries & Fevertree Tonic. 

Whitley Neill Raspberry 4.25 £6.25
An initial and distinct juniper, coriander and liquorice 

flavour that gives way to a bright, fresh taste of Scottish 

raspberries. A perfectly balanced Gin with a delicate, 

fruity  taste & a lasting citrus , raspberry flavour. 

Suggested Serve - Fresh Raspberries & Lemon & 

Fevertree Tonic.

Nelson's Rhubarb & Custard 4.25 6.25
Infusing fine and pleasing original botanicals from across 

the globe such as lemongrass & kaffir lime leaves from 

Thailand, vanilla from Madagascar, cinnamon from Sri 

Lanka. Beautifully infused Nelsons original gin with 

wonderfully sweet natural rhubarb essence, the 

Madagascan vanilla really brings out the custard 

flavour. Suggested Serve - Fresh Strawberries & 

Fevertree Ginger Ale or Indian Tonic.

Tarquin's Blackberry 4.25 £6.25
Initial hit of bright Summer pudding and frangipani on 

the palatewith a zesty, sherbety mouth feel and a 

fragrant sweetness from the wildflower honey.  

Suggested Serve - Fresh Blackberries 

& Fevertree Ginger Ale.

 

 

Tarquin's Strawberry & Lime 4.25 £6.25
The Tarquin's classic handcrafted Cornish  gin is used as 

a base alongside the addition of  

juicy strawberry and zesty lime notes, making for a 

tip-top tipple. Suggested serve - Fresh Strawberries & 

Fevertree Tonic

.  

Peaky Blinder Spiced  4.25 £6.25
A full-bodied gin named after the Peaky Blinders, a 

street gang from the late 19th/early 20th Century. Not 

for the faint - hearted, the peppery notes of the ginger 

and the grains of paradise, make this a bold spicy gin 

choice. Suggested serve - Fevertree Ginger Ale.

Monkey 47 Dry  5.85 7.85
An unusual gin from the Black Forest in Germany, this 

gin contains an unusual ingredient of Cranberries. The 

47 comes from the number of botanicals that go into 

this unique gin and a fact that its bottled to a healthy 

47%!! Suggested serve - Cranberries & Fevertree 

Mediterranean tonic.

  

Hendricks  4.25 £6.25
Devinely smooth with character and a balance of subtle 

flavours, whose infusions of  cucumber & rose petals 

create a wonderfully refreshing gin with a delightfully 

floral aroma. Suggested serve - Fresh Cucumber & 

Lamb & Watt Cucumber tonic.

  

Gordon's  3.60 £5.60
An absolute classic dry gin, Gordon's is on of the best 

sellingspirits in the world and was first created in 1769, 

the recipe hasn't changed since!! Suggested serve - 

Fresh Lemon & Fevertree Tonic. 

 

Bombay Saphire  3.70 £5.70
One of the best known & most delicately perfumed gins 

in the world, Bombay Saphire makes an excellant 

Martini Suggested serve Fevertree Mediterranean tonic.

 

Bakewell Gin 4.25 £6.25
This is an aromatic craft gin, distilled in a small copper 

pot still at a humble family run distillery in the peak 

district, just Six botanicals are infused in this gin with the 

inevitable cherry & almond and classic notes of juniper 

supplemented by the additions of cardamom, cubeb 

pepper & hibiscus flowers.  

Suggested serve - Lamb & Watt Hibiscus tonic.



Gordon's Pink 3.75 5.75
Perfectly crafted to balance the refreshing taste of 

Gordon's with the natural sweetness of raspberries & 

strawberries, with the tang of redcurrant .

Suggested Serve - Strawberries & Fevertree Tonic.

Chase Seville Marmalade 4.25 6.20
Carefully crafted by copper pot distilling GB Gin with an 

abundance of Seville orange peels. Zingy and crisp. 

Suggested Serve - Fresh Orange &  Fevertree Tonic

Agnes Arber 4.25 £6.25
Agnes Arber was famed for her work on botany & 

philosophy, Arber published a extensive librabry of 

books on botany. This is quite a stunning gin dedicated 

in her honour & fittingly features a garden of brilliant 

botanicals , 9 in total, including angelica, cassia 

coriander, grapefruit, iris, juniper, lemon liquorice & 

orange which are distilled together to create this 

marvellous concoction. Suggested Serve - Fresh Grape-

fruit, Orange, cinnamon stick &   

Fevertree Mediterranean Tonic

Empress 1908 4.25 £6.25
All Natural Colour Changing Gin (Gluten Free)

Empress 1908 original Indigo Gin is 100% authentic & 

all natural. It's infused with the vibrantly tinted butterfly 

pea blossom, adding a singularly distinct expression - an 

impossibly lush & vivid indigo blue, with a stunning 

secret to reveal; with the addition of citrus or tonic, 

Empress 1908 is transformed from its breathtaking 

indigo to a soft pink. Suggested serve - Fresh 

Raspberries & Fevertree Tonic.

Malfy Pink Grapefruit 4.25 £6.25
This delicious Italian gin is like no other. Sun ripened 

Sicilian Pink Grapefruits grown on the Mediterranean 

coast. The taste is Juicy fresh grapefruit, with a rich long 

juniper finish. 

Suggested Serve - Pink Grapefruit & Fevertree Tonic.

 

Malfy Sicilian Blood Orange 4.25 6.25
Juniper, Sicilian Blood Ornage and 6 Botanicals. The 

Blood Orange Peels are steeped in alcohol and pressed 

in a basket press. The infusion is then blended with 

juniper and other botanicals befure being distilled in a 

stainless stell vacum still. Suggested Serve - Fresh 

Orange Peel & Fevertree Tonic.

Malfy Limon 4.25 £6.25
Juniper, Alamlfi coast Lemons & 5 Botanicals. Distilled 

with the classic Italian Juniper  and Sfusato lemon peels 

from the AMALFI Coast - it has a delightful citrus and 

juniper on the   nose with a complex flavour of anise, 

citrus & corriander. Suggested Serve - Fresh Lemon & 

Fevertree Lemon Tonic.

Warner Edwards Honeybee 4.25 £6.25
With 28 natural botanicals, this Honeybee Gin is 

infused with luscious local honey and a dollop of golden 

nectar from the hives on Falls Farm.  

Suggested Serve - Fresh Raspberries & Fevertree Tonic.

Warner Edwards Rhubarb 4.25 £6.25
Made using a crop of rhubarb originally grown in the 

kitchen of Buckingham Palace during the reign of Queen 

Victoria. A sweet & tangy royal rhubarb explosion. 

Suggested Serve - Fresh Raspberries 

& Fevertree Ginger Ale.

Warner Edwards 4.25 £6.25
This is a very special gin which only uses fresh, 

handpicked elderflower from the manufacturers farm, 

harvested just once a year, the essence of a British 

Summer's Day, from field to bottle in just a few short 

hours. A beautifully balanced  gin that is smooth, 

sweet and delicately fragrant with summer elderflower. 

Suggested Serve - Fevertree Elderflower or Indian Tonic.

Masons Yorkshire  4.25 £6.25
Tea Edition

Dry notes of Yorkshire tea are present on the nose, with 

fresh, light hits. Delicate & fresh upon the palate, with a 

slight citrus sharpness hitting the senses. Pleny of dry 

Yorkshire tea notes blast through, with fresh aniseed, 

cardomon and pepper making an appearance upon the 

long finish before the tea returns.  

Suggested Serve - Fresh Lemon & Fevertree Tonic.

Masons Yorkshire   4.25 £6.25
Dry Edition

Masons use Harrogate Spring Water along with Juniper, 

a proportion of which is from their own bushes & a 

combination of secret botnaicals, including citrus.   

Suggested Serve - Fresh Lemon & Fevertree Tonic.

Masons Yorkshire   4.25 £6.25
Lavender Edition

Dry Lavender notes upon the nose, creating a rather 

soft & subtle experience, followed by a slight fennel 

aroma, Soft texture once upon the palate with a fresh 

candied lavender sweet flavour dominating. Rather 

subtle accross the senses, with anise creeping in on the 

dry finish. Suggested Serve - Fresh Raspberries & 

Fevertree Mediterranean Tonic.

Masons Yorkshire   4.25 £6.25
Peppered Pear Edition

A perfect balance of pear & pepper. On the first taste 

you get the sublte sweetness of pear followed by the 

gentle heat of pepper. Suggested Serve - Fresh slice of 

Apple & Fevertree Tonic.

 

Whitley Neill Parma Violet 4.25 £6.25
A luxurious handcrafted gin of exceptional quality with 

bright vibrant flavours of juniper followed by a 

herbacceous floral note from the Violet. 

Suggested Serve - Fresh Raspberries & Fevertree Tonic. 

Whitley Neill Raspberry 4.25 £6.25
An initial and distinct juniper, coriander and liquorice 

flavour that gives way to a bright, fresh taste of Scottish 

raspberries. A perfectly balanced Gin with a delicate, 

fruity  taste & a lasting citrus , raspberry flavour. 

Suggested Serve - Fresh Raspberries & Lemon & 

Fevertree Tonic.

Nelson's Rhubarb & Custard 4.25 6.25
Infusing fine and pleasing original botanicals from across 

the globe such as lemongrass & kaffir lime leaves from 

Thailand, vanilla from Madagascar, cinnamon from Sri 

Lanka. Beautifully infused Nelsons original gin with 

wonderfully sweet natural rhubarb essence, the 

Madagascan vanilla really brings out the custard 

flavour. Suggested Serve - Fresh Strawberries & 

Fevertree Ginger Ale or Indian Tonic.

Tarquin's Blackberry 4.25 £6.25
Initial hit of bright Summer pudding and frangipani on 

the palatewith a zesty, sherbety mouth feel and a 

fragrant sweetness from the wildflower honey.  

Suggested Serve - Fresh Blackberries 

& Fevertree Ginger Ale.

 

 

Tarquin's Strawberry & Lime 4.25 £6.25
The Tarquin's classic handcrafted Cornish  gin is used as 

a base alongside the addition of  

juicy strawberry and zesty lime notes, making for a 

tip-top tipple. Suggested serve - Fresh Strawberries & 

Fevertree Tonic

.  

Peaky Blinder Spiced  4.25 £6.25
A full-bodied gin named after the Peaky Blinders, a 

street gang from the late 19th/early 20th Century. Not 

for the faint - hearted, the peppery notes of the ginger 

and the grains of paradise, make this a bold spicy gin 

choice. Suggested serve - Fevertree Ginger Ale.

Monkey 47 Dry  5.85 7.85
An unusual gin from the Black Forest in Germany, this 

gin contains an unusual ingredient of Cranberries. The 

47 comes from the number of botanicals that go into 

this unique gin and a fact that its bottled to a healthy 

47%!! Suggested serve - Cranberries & Fevertree 

Mediterranean tonic.

  

Hendricks  4.25 £6.25
Devinely smooth with character and a balance of subtle 

flavours, whose infusions of  cucumber & rose petals 

create a wonderfully refreshing gin with a delightfully 

floral aroma. Suggested serve - Fresh Cucumber & 

Lamb & Watt Cucumber tonic.

  

Gordon's  3.60 £5.60
An absolute classic dry gin, Gordon's is on of the best 

sellingspirits in the world and was first created in 1769, 

the recipe hasn't changed since!! Suggested serve - 

Fresh Lemon & Fevertree Tonic. 

 

Bombay Saphire  3.70 £5.70
One of the best known & most delicately perfumed gins 

in the world, Bombay Saphire makes an excellant 

Martini Suggested serve Fevertree Mediterranean tonic.

 

Bakewell Gin 4.25 £6.25
This is an aromatic craft gin, distilled in a small copper 

pot still at a humble family run distillery in the peak 

district, just Six botanicals are infused in this gin with the 

inevitable cherry & almond and classic notes of juniper 

supplemented by the additions of cardamom, cubeb 

pepper & hibiscus flowers.  

Suggested serve - Lamb & Watt Hibiscus tonic.


